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Welcome! 

✨✨✨✨✨ 

 

PS! Before you begin! If you experience difficulty in concentrating while reading, I’ve created a 

video of me gently reading this entire document for you called “Read-Along Magick: 

Recognizing Clues of Consciousness from Each Attachment System” at 

www.YouTube.com/KristinChronicles. I encourage you to read along from this booklet while 

listening to that video so that all parts of you can feel more present with the process of 

absorbing this content. You can find that video by visiting my YouTube channel, clicking the little 

magnifying glass representing the “Search” option, and typing in the video name, which is 

“Read-Along Magick: Recognizing Clues of Consciousness from Each Attachment System.” 

 

Take your time. Move slowly. Pause as needed. These healing insights can super duper mega 

ultra powerfully HELP, so if processing new information feels challenging, just take it one little 

bitty step at a time, prioritizing compassionate inner connection, gentle courage, and loving 

presence every step of the way. You are WORTH IT! I believe in you INFINITELY!!! 

 
✨✨✨✨✨ 

 

Hello, beLOVEd soul friend! 

 

My name is Kristin Windsor, and I’d like to offer you some super mega 
MAGICKAL insights regarding core casualties of personal life experience so that 

you have more POWER while moving through your everyday healing journey of 
life.  

 

Like you, I’ve been on a healing journey for many years. After over a 

decade of indescribably excruciating battles, doctors gave up and said there was 

nothing more they could do to help. So I dove deep into neuroscience research 

and, in just two miraculous years, discovered the scientific explanations for every 
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one of my “incurable” battles and HEALED them by REWIRING the neural 

networks generating them! The foundation of my self-created healing ventures 

involved meeting underlying attachment needs, which successfully transformed 

all past pains associated with memory systems and reprogrammed unconscious 
states in my physical body, including brain waves and all nervous systems, to 

improve their automated regulation. Healing myself from decades of severe 

traumas and dozens of associated health battles, while mapping out particulars 

of the unconscious mind along the way, led me to where I am today, offering 

YOU healing journey MAGICKS as a consciousness consultant. (You can find 

out more about my personal story and how it's inspired my work at 

www.KristinWindsor.com.)  

 

Thank you for BEing here, exactly as you are, beLOVEd soul friend. You 

are always and forever unconditionally enough, worthy, and valuable! Anything 
inside of you that may disagree with that TRUTH is simply an automated 

message stemming from neural networks holding secreted pain from past 

experiences. THANKFULLY, every single network in your brain and body can be 

TRANSFORMED through the conscious directing of your own internal energy! 

This means that you have power within your neurobiological wiring, which is 
where 100% of your personal life experience are coming from, including 
sense of self and surrounding world. Discover more insights about how to 

EASILY REWIRE YOUR BRAIN by downloading a FREE GIFT, from my heart to 

yours with love!, called “Brain Rewiring PLAYbook” (like a “work”book but a 

whole lot more FUN!!), available at www.KristinWindsor.com/gifts.  
 

At the baseline of most mental, emotional, relational, and action-patterned 

battles resides unfulfilled attachment needs. According to the Pyramid of 

Personhood and Liberated Consciousness Diagram, which I’ve spent the past 

two years creating, there are four attachment systems, each with their own 
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needs. Each system produces uniquely specified “clues of consciousness,” which 

is a term I’ve created to express the occurrence of conscious internal experience 

that holds insights regarding automated operations of the unconscious mind. By 

recognizing clues of consciousness, YOU can play SUPER SLEUTH and 
discover what’s happening at the baseline of your subconscious realms, 
where attachment data dwells and constantly impacts both your mind and body 

beyond all direct awareness! 

 

Please use this healing journey resource to recognize underlying 

attachment needs within your unconscious mind. From this space of renewed 

self-insight, you may approach your healing journey with amplified guidance, 

enhanced clarity, and profound emPOWERment. Once you reach into the right 

spaces with healing efforts, true transformation readily and rapidly ignites! 

Accuracy is key, though: reaching randomly into healing produces sporadic and 
often temporary, rather than consistent and reliably substantial, results. Targeting 

the true area that requires healing, by pinpointing the root causalities of internal 

operations, allows for greater POWER within this process of profound 

transformation and healing liberation.  

 

Notice your clues of consciousness. Then, strive to meet associated 

attachment needs by consciously, mindfully, and intentionally creating 

experiential sensations of tangible vibrations, where parts of your inner 

experiencer can FEEL you meeting their inner attachment need. How your inner 

experiencer feels matters more than what you do. Attune with your parts of 
consciousness from the grounded space of your observational awareness, and 

explore various ways to create vibrational experiences of LOVE for your 

innately worthy inner BEing.  
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The most important part about healing attachment systems is that feelings 
of healing absolutely must be generated from within you. If someone else 

makes you feel loved, or you feel connected with another person, or you feel safe 

when someone else reassures you, then your attachment needs remain 
unfulfilled, provoking continuous pain within your unconscious mind, where 

subconscious parts first-handedly experience themselves and life through 

automated projections of neurobiological data. It’s extremely paramount to turn 
inwards for healing, rather than looking outward towards elements of 

experience or interactions with other people. When self-essence is hooked on 

experience, the observational self is misattuned, or blended with, inner parts: 

attachment needs remain unmet, and subconscious realms continue to suffer 

beyond direct perception and immediate awareness. 

 

Optimal healing involves the conscious self becoming “hooked” on or 
“attached” to subconscious parts, or self-essence within personal experience. 

When the observational self is hooked on the experiential self, attachments heal 

from within and radically transform ALL subconscious data ~ even hidden 

memory systems from years ago! Then, YOU as consciousness have POWER 
within both your identity and experience! It’s truly a wonderfilled space to 

engage with life from.  

 

PS! Discover a FREE GIFT to help you become HOOKED on YOU with 

LOVE at www.KristinWindsor.com/gifts. It matches a video called “Sacred 

Healing Time for Transforming Attachment Systems ~ Become HOOKED on 
YOU with LOVE!” available at www.YouTube.com/KristinChronicles. 
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Explore more insights on this expansively transformative topic of 

attachment systems at www.YouTube.com/KristinChronicles. If you’d ever like to 

dive deeper and venture into greater healing clarity, I’d love to connect with you! 

Please visit www.KristinWindsor.com to schedule a one-on-one session with me, 

or to explore more about who I am, what I do, and what I offer through my 

Consciousness Consultancy. I look forward to sharing sacred healing space with 

you, beLOVEd soul friend! 

 

Without further adieu, let’s explore each of the four attachment systems 

and discover how to recognize whether internal needs are met, satiated, and 
fulfilled, or whether they’re unmet, unsatisfied, and unfulfilled. Then, you can 

begin to explore your clues of consciousness and have greater POWER in 

approaching your internal needs for true healing, expansive restoration, radical 

transformation, and ecstatic liberation. 
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Individual attachment systems exhibit 
their own unique clues of consciousness.  

 

Altogether, four attachment systems exist within the Pyramid of Personhood and 

Liberated Consciousness Diagram. Each attachment system is comprised of 

energetic data regarding whether specific internal needs have been satisfied or 

unfulfilled throughout our body’s entire lifespan, especially during formative years 

of early childhood development. 

 

1. The first attachment system holds data related to a felt-sense of being 
unconditionally seen, loved, authentically appreciated, adoringly treasured, 

and celebrated. Fulfillment of these needs automatically creates joy and 

worthiness, experienced in the unconscious body. 

 

2. The second attachment system holds data related to a felt-sense of 

unconditional safety, security, protection, and provision. Fulfillment of these 

needs automatically creates peace and relaxation, experienced in the 

unconscious body. 

 

3. The third attachment system holds data related to a felt-sense of 
unconditional closeness, connection, non-judgmental vulnerability, 

kindhearted support, and collaborative community. Fulfillment of these 

needs automatically creates compassion and harmony, experienced in the 

unconscious body. 
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4. The fourth attachment system holds data related to a felt-sense of 

unconditional acceptance, embrace, permission/allowance, respect, 

opportunistic space, and directional guidance. Fulfillment of these needs 

automatically creates confidence and empowerment, experienced in the 
unconscious body. 

 

These four attachment systems can be remember through an acronym of 

“LOVE”:  

1. Lifegiving love describes the first attachment within the Liberated 

Consciousness Diagram and Pyramid of Personhood; 

2. Openhearted safety refers to the second attachment system;  

3. Vulnerable closeness delineates the third attachment system; and  

4. Expressive acceptance signifies the fourth attachment system.  
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The internal status of attachment needs ignite with each activation of attachment 

systems. These needs are fulfilled when they’re instinctively met from within 

personal energy, allowing for healthy wholeness within all attachment systems. 
This creates a strong foundational for all other aspects within both subconscious 

realms and unconscious states.  

 

When needs are left unmet, or depend upon external sources for satisfaction, 

attachment systems experience pain that affect all aspects of neurobiology and 

consciousness. The well-being of attachment systems profoundly, expansively, 

and deeply influence all arenas of the human experience.  

 

Each of the four attachment systems produce their own unique clues of 

consciousness. Learning to recognize these clues helps reveal the status of 
internal attachment needs, including where pain exists and where healing focus 

may be prioritized. When high vibrational clues of thriving wholeness only exist 

within particular styles of personal experience (i.e., only feeling calm or cheerful 

while around a certain person), or they’re temporarily and inconsistently 

encountered, then attachments are hooked on experience and internal systems 

continue to secretly suffer. When low vibrational clues of pain exist, attachment 

needs are entirely unfulfilled, even through elements of experience. Attachment 

systems are completely healed when thriving clues consistently arise from within.  

 

These clues of consciousness also provide priceless insights to enhance 
gracious understanding during all interactions, within intrapersonal and 

interpersonal relationships alike. When clues are noticed, observe them as signs 

regarding the well-being of neurobiological wiring, rather than indicating any 

particulars about the identity of self-essence. This space of unconditional 
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compassion profoundly aids with both internal and external relationships. 

Release all automated perspectives by breathing deeply into radical love.  

 

 
 

1st Attachment System: LifeGiving Love 
Internal needs within the first attachment system involve a felt-sense of being 

seen, loved, appreciated, treasured, and celebrated. This creates the core of 

self-worth.  

 

When these needs are constantly fulfilled from within, individuals instinctively feel 
appreciated, known, valuable, irreplaceable, shameless, blameless, perfect, 

deserving, praiseworthy, priceless, enchanting, commendable, favourable, 

celebrated, delighted in, worthwhile, lovable, desirable, wanted, loved, adored, 

cherished, treasured, and worthy. They embody love, causing them to naturally 

feel lively, happy, joyful, playful, whimsical, humorous, imaginative, creative, 

carefree, hopeful, energized, inspired, sprightly, enchanted, enthusiastic, 

vivacious, delighted, blissful, bright, cheerful, ecstatic, passionate, zealous, 

eager, spirited, exuberant, and soulfully satisfied. Life readily feels paradisiacal. 

This thriving attachment system also allows people to experience faith, belief, 

desire, dreams, and abstract visions. 
 

When these clues of consciousness inconsistently occur, attachment needs 

within this first system tend to be temporarily satisfied through elements of 

experience. For example, if someone is given a gift, they may feel treasured, 

worthy, blissful, and delighted temporarily, but these feelings are fleeting and the 

appeasement of internal needs is illusionary and elusive. The attachment needs 
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are left unsatisfied, the feelings fade away, and subconscious realms continue to 

covertly suffer.  

 

Consistent fulfillment of internal attachment needs through the energy of 
self-essence allows these experiences, including blissful joy and ecstatic 

cheerfulness, to be naturally generated from within, rather than requiring external 

stimulus to ignite them.  

 

Clues revealing a lack of fulfillment within this attachment system include feeling 

sad, sluggish, lethargic, fatigued, listless, lifeless, heartbroken, mournful, 

unwanted, neglected, abandoned, unappreciated, dismayed, tristful, 

discouraged, unhappy, distressed, dispirited, despondent, miserable, despairing, 

helpless, hopeless, apathetic, sorrowful, melancholic, unenthusiastic, depressed, 

unworthy, worthless, isolated, or lonely. It may also produce sensations of guilt, 
shame, suffering, grief, or heartache. When life itself feels hopeless, impossible, 

or not worthwhile, this attachment system is aching for healing love. Cases of 

self-neglect, major depression, or suicidality often stem from these unmet 

attachment needs. 

 

There may be experiences of settling for less-than-desirable situations, from 

career or living situations to friendships or romantic partnerships. Neglecting the 

true needs, desires, or worthiness of internal self occur. Individuals may seek 

love in “all the wrong places,” such as within abusive, manipulative, imbalanced, 

or inappropriate relationships. Without a strong sense of worthiness, feeling any 
sensations of love, even low vibrational ones, briefly appease needs within this 

attachment system. Lacking deep worthiness or a sense of truly being loved and 

appreciated may also encourage settling for abhorrent jobs, insalubrious 

connections, or undesirable situations.  
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On the flip side of potential clues exists sensations of impulsivity as feelings of 

energized joy or passionate happiness are sought through forms of external 

experience.  

 
These are all clues of consciousness creating tender guidance towards spaces of 

neurobiological data within the unconscious mind that deeply desire healing so 

that life experience can transform from the inside-out and FEEL BETTER within 

everyday life.  

 

 

 

2nd Attachment System: OpenHearted Safety 
Internal needs of the second attachment system involve feeling a sense of 

safety, security, protection, and provision.  

 

Dignified calmness characterizes this fulfilled attachment need. It allows 

individuals to naturally feel composed, collected, grounded, anchored, 

phlegmatic, unshakeable, unfazed, unruffled, unworried, strong, courageous, 

brave, fearless, unflinching, valiant, bold, lionhearted, resilient, invulnerable, 

untroubled, stable, steady, balanced, unhurried, safe, secure, fortified, protected, 

cool-headed, even-tempered, calm, still, nonchalant, peaceful, serene, tranquil, 
relaxed, comfortable, and at ease. 

 

Wholeness within this attachment system creates innate abilities for healthy 

boundaries in all arenas of life, from eating habits to relationships. With an 

intrinsic sense of safety, security, and protection from within, sustaining 

appropriate parameters comes naturally. 
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Without needs of this second attachment system being met, individuals may feel 

tense, stressed, distracted, rushed, hurried, frantic, overloaded, unstable, timid, 

panicked, anxious, worried, restless, reactive, compulsive, imbalanced, fearful, 
terrified, petrified, inner-turmoil, apprehensive, hyperalert, obsessive, hyperfixed, 

watchful, hypervigilant, on guard, nervous, dis-ease, somatic pain, nauseous, 

disturbed, tormented, jittery, on-edge, excitable, uncomfortable, uneasy, 

exposed, unsafe, unsettled, angry, agitated, frustrated, flustered, impatient, 

irritable, or paranoid. 

 

There may be habits of control. Addictions may formulate, especially ones that 

enable a feeling of internal control, relaxation, or release, such as substance 

abuse or self-harm. Health battles involving chronic anxiety, panic attacks, 

phobias, hypochondria, insomnia, skin picking (dermatillomania), hair pulling 
(trichotillomania), or obsessive-compulsive action-patterns (OCD) frequently 

stem from wounds within this attachment system. 

 

Breathing deeply to lovingly connect with your own presence, striving to help 

your body feel safe in the current moment, is a great place to begin healing this 

attachment system.  

 

 

 

3rd Attachment System: Vulnerable Connection 
Internal needs of the third attachment system involve a felt-sense of closeness, 

connection, vulnerability, support, and collaborative community. It’s important to 
keep in mind that fully healed attachment systems means that this felt-sense 
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stems entirely from within: feeling supported by others does not heal this 

attachment system; feeling connected with others leaves these attachment 

needs unfulfilled; collaborating within communities of other people abandons 

subconscious needs; vulnerability with others, especially without prioritizing 
self-vulnerability as the conscious self connects with subconscious parts, causes 

this internal system to continue suffering beyond all direct perception and 

immediate awareness.  

 

Solidification of this attachment system enables individuals to instinctively feel 

believed, believed in, supported, soothed, comforted, and understood. There’s a 

natural sense of closeness and connection within consciousness, all aspects of 

self able to collaborate and support one another. There’s instinctive space for 

self-vulnerability, individuals able to honour their own humanness with 

compassionate presence. The heartspace is soft, open, and warm. From this 
space of innate wholeness, external connections are extraordinarily healthy, 

closeness readily available from a space of internal unity within self-essence. 

  

Complete contentment within this attachment system allows individuals to 

innately feel and be present, content, grateful, appreciative, faithful, virtuous, 

trusting, connected, engaged, affectionate, adoring, loving, communicative, 

articulate, candid, expressive, conversational, responsive, unreserved, 

harmonious, open-minded, compassionate, sensitive, understanding, 

undemanding, supportive, complimentary, uplifting, praiseful, celebratory, 

encouraging, nurturing, sympathetic, empathetic, tolerant, accepting, polite, 
humane, cordial, welcoming, good-natured, genial, approachable, easygoing, 

bonhomous, friendly, amicable, hospitable, charitable, helpful, generous, selfless, 

humble, courteous, forgiving, magnanimous, flexible, obliging, thoughtful, 

attentive, cooperative, accommodating, considerate, gracious, merciful, 
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benevolent, patient, kind, caring, tender, gentle, whole, and unified from within. 

There are instinctive experiences of goodwill from within the unconscious mind.  

 

When attachment needs are fulfilled, these sensations are consistently 
generated from within through automated projections of subconscious data. 

When they’re intermittently experienced, then attachments are hooked on 

experience: stimulus temporarily ignites these feelings, leaving attachment needs 

unfulfilled.  

 

Lacking fulfillment within this attachment system may cause disconnection within 

self-essence, provoking distance within internal and external experiences alike. 

Clues exposing unmet needs within this third attachment system may include 

feeling suspicious, distrustful, doubtful, skeptical, misunderstood, disbelieved, 

alienated, reticent, noncommunicative, inexpressive, somber, grim, bitter, cold, 
unappreciative, coldhearted, constrained, hardhearted, inflexible, emotionless, 

callous, indifferent, divided, separated, dissociated, disconnected, stiff, rigid, 

aloof, distant, detached, insensitive, inconsiderate, indelicate, tactless, terse, 

demanding, impatient, hostile, antagonistic, merciless, spiteful, critical, sardonic, 

cynical, contemptuous, condemning, intolerant, harsh, brutal, aggressive, 

uncaring, unkind, discourteous, or disharmonious.  

 

These unsatisfied needs may cause the unconscious mind to take life’s blessings 

for granted, struggling to feel a sense of loving appreciation or open-hearted 

gratitude. There may be an authentic inability for genuine communication, 
explorations of intimacy, or feelings of compassion. 

 

It’s crucially paramount to remember that these clues stem from unconscious 

neural wiring, not the true self of consciousness. The styles in which attachment 

systems influence personal self, experience, sensation, or action-patterns 
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transpire beyond all awareness. When parts of consciousness encounter these 

clues, it’s entirely due to neurobiological wiring projecting data into their 

subconscious experiences: these clues of attachment wounds have nothing to do 

with the truth about who parts of consciousness actually are. We are allowed to 
extend radical compassion towards all parts of every person, within ourselves 

and others alike, as we each lovingly step towards embodying personal power 

while gradually healing these pieces of unconscious wiring. 

 

On the other end of the spectrum within clues of consciousness, lacking 

fulfillment within the third attachment system may propel the unconsciousness to 

seek satiation through experience. Neurobiological survival instincts then 

automatically seek fulfillment through external connection. This may generate an 

experience of feeling codependent, self-sacrificing, self-abnegating, or 

loquacious. Reaching out to others for collaborative connection or supportive 
closeness, especially without first turning inward to offer that to parts of self, is an 

indicator of underlying attachment needs. Giving away time, energy, or 

belongings, especially without conscious consideration to internal well-being, 

tends to reveal wounds within this third attachment system. For example, 

sometimes people prioritize helping others over fulfilling their own needs, 

compromise themselves to achieve connection, or reduce their own worth for the 

sake of others’ convenience. Taking responsibility for the well-being of others or 

chronically apologizing may indicate pain within this attachment system. 

Self-neglect, serving others without regard to one’s self, or proximity-seeking 

action-patterns often reveal pain within this attachment system and/or the first 
system. 

 

Lacking fulfillment within the third attachment system may also propel addictions 

that focus on connection, such as needing to attend group gatherings or 

continuously post on social media. Individuals may, for instance, go to a dance 
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club every weekend because the experience instigates tangible sensations of 

closeness, connection, and community. 

 

The second and third attachment systems simultaneously experiencing pain may 
instigate a variety of health battles. Experiencing intensive irritable, chronic 

impatience, defensiveness, argumentativeness, or opposition may reveal unmet 

attachment needs. Incitement of forceful dominance, violent aggression, or 

full-blown outbursts of rage, such as with intermittent explosive disorder, tend to 

stem from wounds within these attachment systems. Eating-disordered 

action-patterns, such as with binge-eating and anorexia nervosa, often develop 

when unconscious attachment systems crave secure safety and/or supportive 

connection. Encountering automated rigidity, such as extreme personal rules, 

may stem from wounds within either or both of these attachment systems. 

 
A significant array of addictions often stem from distress within these second 

and/or third attachment systems, such as alcoholism. Stimulating substances 

used in group settings are more likely to reveal wounds within the third 

attachment system, while sedatives used privately more likely indicate pain within 

the second attachment system. There may be a combination of addictions or 

substance abuse tendencies, which likely indicates hidden pains within both the 

second and third attachment systems.  

 

Without insight regarding unmet attachment needs, influencing 80% of 

decision-making beyond immediate awareness, the root reasons for these 
action-patterns tends to remain undiscoverable. Uncovering core casualties of 

battles, stemming from neurobiological data held within neural networks, creates 

doors towards healing opportunities that never before existed. 
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4th Attachment System: Expressive Acceptance 
Internal needs within the fourth attachment system involve a felt-sense of 

acceptance, embrace, allowance/permission, respect, opportunistic space, and 

directional guidance.  

 

Wholeness within this attachment system prompts individuals to naturally feel 

valid, enough, optimistic, encouraged, empowered, uninhibited, limitless, 

liberated, free, noticed, remembered, considered, acknowledged, included, 

respected, esteemed, admired, recognized, important, significant, meaningful, 

qualified, allowed, permitted, auspicious, propitious, successful, accomplished, 
triumphant, victorious, great, brilliant, ultracompetent, masterful, skillful, 

influential, and purposeful. There’s an instinctive sense of personal pride, 

self-respect, and dignity.  

  

Fulfillment of these attachment needs provides innate inner tools, through 

automated projections of subconscious data, for individuals to feel aware, 

observant, clear-minded, certain, resourceful, decisive, intentional, focused, 

sharp, deliberate, proactive, punctual, organized, logical, prudent, reasonable, 

rational, meticulous, productive, detailed, conscientious, thorough, dependable, 

responsible, reliable, trustworthy, nondiscriminatory, unbiased, impartial, 
respectful, focused, disciplined, persistent, tenacious, relentless, determined, 

goal-oriented, strong-minded, authoritative, assertive, strong-willed, self-reliant, 

independent, free-thinking, ambitious, intelligent, adventurous, audacious, 

individualistic, genuine, unique, original, authentic, self-reliant, self-actualized, 

extraordinary, self-assured, and confident.  
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It also empowers unconditional acceptance of self and others, creating space for 

complimentary contrast without rigid definitions of normalcy or automated 

judgements, conclusions, or assumptions. There are abilities to work hard 

without overworking, plan in advance without excessive overthinking, and be 
observant and aware without hyperawareness. Thrival within this attachment 

system can empower idealistic visions, able to confidently contrive original ideas 

with detailed specificity, create plans of action towards goal pursuits, and/or step 

forward in the direction of monumental dreams.  

 

Pain within this fourth attachment system, due to unfulfilled internal needs, may 

cause individuals to feel insecure, self-conscious, hyperaware, humiliated, 

embarrassed, disallowed, prohibited, confined, restricted, suppressed, 

discouraged, disappointed, pessimistic, judged, weird, abnormal, quiet, 

speechless, reserved, shy, withdrawn, inadequate, inhibited, indecisive, 
uncertain, undetermined, irresolute, tentative, hesitant, inferior, subordinate, 

rejected, excluded, ignored, invalid, insignificant, inconsequential, unimportant, 

meaningless, useless, disorganized, careless, unambitious, unmotivated, 

defeated, incapable, awkward, ordinary, mediocre, cautious, imitative, 

conventional, traditionalistic, heteronomous, unoriginal, mechanical (“going 

through the motions”), directionless, lost, confused, chaotic, scatterbrained, hazy, 

or unclear. 

 

It may feel difficult or impossible to seek, seize, or create opportunities for one’s 

self. There may be a lack of self-confidence or dependence on outside sources 
for guidance, leadership, instruction, cues, or direction. Habitual patterns of 

overthinking, overanalyzing, overplanning, comparison, overstriving, 

overachieving, overworking, unhealthy competition, self-judgement, checking 

behaviours, perfectionism, or feeling like a failure may ensue. Pain within this 

attachment system may instigate some forms of obsessive-compulsive 
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tendencies, such as those involving symmetry, arranging, or counting. 

 

Prioritizing what other people think, especially disregarding one’s own authentic 

inner voice, reveals internal pain. Internally feeling a pressure to perform, adhere 
to someone else’s standards or perspectives, or reduce, censor, or limit personal 

truth are clues of unmet needs within the fourth attachment system. Feeling 

unallowed to speak an opinion that others may disagree with, or share an idea 

that others do not have, reveals hidden pain.  

 

Constantly feeling the need to explain or justify one’s self also tend to derive from 

unfulfilled needs within this attachment system. For example, the mind may 

automatically generate thought forms preparing explanations or self-justifications 

to support personal choices. Feeling the need to “get ahead” or “push forward” 

may indicate unmet needs within this attachment system. Associating personal 
identity and value with current external status, such as within society, career, 

finances, or personal achievements, may offer another clue regarding unfulfilled 

needs. 

 

On the opposite side of these clues exists egocentrism, which especially occurs 

when coupled with pain secreted in the third attachment system. Arrogance, 

vanity, grandiosity, and narcissism may stem from these wounds. There may be 

issues with control, such as manipulative tendencies or controlling behaviours. 

Unmet needs within the third and fourth systems may produce vulgarity, 

inappropriate verbal expressions, or offensive gestures. These habits, however, 
occur entirely unconscious. They’re automatically generated through activation of 

nanoscopic data secreted within neural networks, dwelling far beyond the reach 

of the conscious awareness.  
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Healing MagicK 

Attachment systems formulate the foundation of all subconscious data, which is 

where all particulars of personal identity and uniquely individualized styles of life 

experience derive from. Every piece of memory data and meaning-making 

associations are connected with attachment data.  

 
While the first attachment system produces feelings of worthiness and abstract 

desire, the fourth system generates sensations regarding confidence in personal 

abilities and a specific dream to pursue. Together, these systems profoundly 

contribute to the neurobiological generation of self-sense, or the instinctive 

sensations regarding uniquely individualized particulars of personal identity. At 

optimal health, they enable a sense of purposeful worth, joyful fulfillment, and 

self-actualized celebration. 

 

The second and third attachment systems support these roots of self-sense. 

They help individuals feel connected relaxation, loving protection, and safety 
within vulnerability. 
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All four thriving attachment systems interact to create a vast array of positive 

sensations through neurobiological applications of consciousness, including 

joyful tranquility, peaceful contentment, relaxed presence, emboldened self-trust, 

flexible self-discipline, high-spirited serenity, and blissful ambition. 
 

Because they’re the foundation of all subconscious data and create the bridge 

between the unconscious mind and body, healing attachment systems provides 

expansive opportunities to transform all corners of personal experience from the 

inside-out. This effectively liberates all parts of consciousness, empowering them 

to freely be their true selves. 

 

I encourage you to gently notice your own internal clues of consciousness. 

Celebrate every moment indicating well-being within your attachment systems, 

especially when you’re able to feel clues independent of experience (such as 
feeling blissful or confident “just because”, or feeling peace or self-compassion 

from within). Connect with your parts of consciousness by extending loving 

appreciation and proud respect inwards. Support your inner experiencer through 

radical presence and pure love. 

 

Equally tune in with clues of consciousness indicating unfulfilled inner needs. 

This may occur in three ways: 

1) Clues of healed needs may occur temporarily, activated by specific 

experiences: notice what your attachments are hooked to, or what aspects 

of experience are fulfilling your inner needs to create these high vibrational 
clues, and observe the underlying attachment needs with loving presence. 

2) Clues of hurting systems may occur temporarily, briefly, or spontaneously: 

take time to connect with your inner experiencer. 

3) Clues of unmet needs may occur chronically and continuously, indicating 

deeper pains that need tending to through loving presence. 
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Whether one clue of consciousness is noticed briefly, or a series of clues are 

chronically observed, it’s important to breathe deeply with loving presence and 

create compassionate space to be there for your inner experiencer, who 
first-handedly interacts with subconscious activations beyond direct perception 

and immediate awareness. Striving to meet internal needs for self-essence, from 

self-essence, through neurobiology creates radically profound, expansively 
wondrous, ecstatically dynamic healing transformation, allowing all aspects 

of personal experience to evolutionarily expand in extraordinarily uplifting ways. 

 

If you’d like to explore these topics alongside other soul friends, I invite you to 

freely join the Compassionately Evolved Community at www.facebook.com/ 

groups/compassionatelyevolved. I offer additional support through my Patreon 

Community at www.patreon.com/ArtistryOfExistence.  
 

To dive deeper, I’d love to connect with you personally! It would be a blessed 

honour and a sacred privilege to share healing space with you, beLOVEd soul 

friend. You may explore more about my healing offerings, or schedule a 

one-on-one session with me, at www.KristinWindsor.com.  

 

Thank you so infinitely for BEing here as exactly YOU! I’m so, SO ecstatically, 

expansively, enthusiastically GRATEFUL to share presence on planet earth with 

you! Thank you for taking time to connect in this way. I appreciate YOU and your 

healing journey investments! I celebrate you just for exploring these topics! Your 
tender courage and relentless love are WONDROUS beyond measure, soul 
friend! 
 

I invite you to grant yourself loving permission to take care of your inner BEing 

each day. Take time to breathe deeply into greater presence and connect with 
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your own miraculous BEing. Every part of your beauty-filled, magicKal self is 

WORTHY of LOVE and PRESENCE, and only YOU can truly offer that to your 

parts of consciousness. Healing is always possible, and one step at a time will 

always take you everywhere you need to go. Presence proffers POWER! 
 

Thank you for all the MAGICK that you innately are. I hope you have a 

GLORYfilled healing journey, beLOVEd soul friend! Keep moving forward 

through the expansive POWER of intention and attention with priorities of love 

and presence. From that energetic space of BEing, potentials for healing magicK 

are simply endless, entirely infinitely, and unconditionally possible. 

 

✨with Love and Light,✨ 

✨in JOYous Gratitude,✨ 

🌟~Kristin Windsor🌟  
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✨✨✨     Kristin’s Consciousness Consultancy     ✨✨✨ 
 

Book a Session with, or Discover More About, Consciousness Consultant 
Kristin Windsor @ 

www.KristinWindsor.com!   
 

“Kristin draws from a very deep 
well of experience and growth, and 
was able to give me more insight 
in one hour than tens of hours in 

therapy. Please allow her to touch 
your life the way she has mine.”  

~Nigel Surridge, PhD 
 

“I say, with zero hesitation, that 
Kristin has literally changed my 
life. Kristin has an unparalleled 

depth of knowledge into topics of 
consciousness, mental health, and 

trauma recovery.”  
~Haley Stern  

 
“Backed by diligent and thorough 
research from the latest related 
science plus her own powerful 

personal experience, it is a 
consultation that cannot be found from a traditionally qualified professional 

who has neglected their own inner work.”  
~Caitlin Sommer 

 
“Kristin is such a visionary! I would recommend her and the work she is doing to 

anybody!”  
~Mercy 
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“I have felt some exciting changes over the days since the call, and created 
some bold new choices about how I want to live the rest of my life; which, as I 

learned from Kristin, can begin any day that I choose.”  
~Alana 

 
“Kristin Windsor's scientific methodology to bridge the gap between trauma and 

recovery is revolutionary in the world of mental health. There truly is no other 
resource out there like Kristin's Consciousness Consultancy. I can't recommend 

this professional enough. It is with great joy that I say that Kristin's 
Consciousness Consultancy has changed my life for the better, and I hope it 

does for you, too!”  
~Rebecca Bartels 

 
“My experience getting a consultation from Kristin Windsor was at the same time 
soul expanding and gentle. Kristin has a highly-attuned, elegant way of bringing a 

person to a solution with a simplicity that belies the actual complexity of the 
pathways she navigates. I started enjoying noticeable results the day of our 
consultation, and I’m still enjoying the benefits of that consultation several 
weeks later. What surprised me most, perhaps, was that she identified the 

underlying  pattern with such graceful precision. She then rapidly helped me 
develop a simple routine for progressively altering a neuroceptive pattern that 
had been a persistent difficulty. The consciousness consulting session was, to 

say the least, a transformative experience.”  
~Jared Powell  

 
 

 
✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨ 

Discover More About Consciousness Consultant  
Kristin Windsor @ www.kristinwindsor.com!   

✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨   
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